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ART & DINE MEMBERS
SUSHISAMBA
180 Aragon Aye, Coral Gables I 305.448.4990 I sushisamba.com
600 Lincoln Rd. Miami Beach 305.673.5337
A Miami foodie favorite, SUSHISAMBA combines creative, energetic
design with critically-lauded dining. Highlighting the culture and cuisine
of Japan, Brazil and Peru, the menu offers choices for sushi lovers,
vegetarians and carnivores alike: hearty moqueca (a Brazilian seafood
stew), grilled anticuchos (skewered meats, veggies and fish) and fresh
sushi, sashimi and seviche are served alongside regional spirits and an
extensive sake list. In addition to dinner and lunch seven days a week,
loin SUSHISAMBA for a weekend SAMBABRUNCH: the 3-course prix-fixe
delivers a range of sweet or savory entrées, a colorful sushi platter and
a festive dessert assortment. Experience SAMBAHOUR from 4pm 7pm,
where sushi bar and samba kitchen bites are paired with sake, wine, beer
and samba cocktails, all at smile-worthy prices. Alfresco options include
a wrap-around outdoor patio in Coral Gables and promenade seating in
the bustling Lincoln Road locale.
—

TAMARINA RESTAURANT & BAR
600 Brickell Avenue I 305.579.1888 I tamarinarestaurants.com

1717 North Bayshore Drive, Miami I 305.374.8888 I tonychans.com
Tony Chan’s Water Club is the newly renovated, upscale downtown
favorite, with romantic waterfront views. The restaurant has served
South Florida for 24 years with quality and consistency. All dishes,
such as the Peking Duck, are as fresh as home cooking providing live
seafood, such as lobster, crab, and fish (varieties may vary). The open
kitchen showcases Chinese culinary art. No MSG is added, and gluten
free options are available upon request. The Hong Kong style dim sum
is cooked to order, and sushi lovers will enjoy the fresh selections. Tony
Chan’s also offers a full service bar and an extensive wine list, which
features a large variety of domestic and international fine wines to
enhance your dining experience.
-

VINTRO KITCHEN

Located in bustling Brickell, Tamarina is a Coastal Italian concept
helmed by its new Chef Loris Navone, winner of Bravo’s “Best New
Restaurant.” The inventive ingredient-driven Italian menu shines with
homemade pastas, as well as seasonal oysters and fresh crudos. The
bar showcases a variety of different champagnes and unique cocktails
created by the in-house mixologists.
Furnished with dark wood, brass accents and antique mirrors, the
restaurant’s interior evokes Italian glamour with a Miami twist. The
terrace is a secluded oasis where one can enjoy dinner or just lounge
with a cocktail.

2216 Park Avenue, Miami Beach 305.704.3680 I
vintrohotels.com/vintro-kitchen
Chef Giorgios Nikolas Bakatsias, developed a concept and menu for the
67 seat Vintro Kitchen restaurant. The menu focuses on seasonal and local
ingredients from Miami with a selection of wines “made by farmers not
factories.” And of course, this is Miami, so there will be a robust cocktail
selection as well. Vintro Kitchen is a place where refreshing shared plates,
signature main courses, a charcuterie selection and cheese flights are
enjoyed in a dramatic yet intimate setting. Wines have been selected that
are made with an eye toward the craft approach of winemaking From
around the globe. Wines are available by the glass or bottle, satisfying the
novice and connoisseur alike.

TIMPANO

WYNWOOD KITCHEN & BAR

450 Las Olas Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale I 954.462.9119 I
timpanochophouse.net/ftlauderdale
This tenured property is one of the founding restaurants on Las Olas
Boulevard. Timpano is about savoring the high life. limpano’s robust
menu features innovative cocktails, a prime selection of aged beef
and chops, artisan salads, fresh pastas, and signature black skillet
mussels all delivered by helpful staff members. Enjoy big red wines
and martinis in the Starlight Lounge as well. Diners can choose from a
rich variety of authentic Italian entrees including house-made lasagne,
eggplant rollatini, shrimp fro diavolo, veal and chicken parmesan
or piccata. Delicious food, complimented by attentive service and
a welcoming atmosphere brings the fullness of a classic Italian
chophouse to downtown Fort Lauderdale.

2550 NW 2nd Avenue, Miami I 305.722.8959 I wynwoodkitchenandbar.com
Wynwood Kitchen and Bar is the perfect blend of stunning urban art and
delectable, innovative cuisine. Created by Goldman Properties’ CEO Jessica
Goldman Srebnick and her father, the late visionary placemaker Tony Goldman,
the restaurant features a floor-to-ceiling wallpapered mural by famed street artist
Shepard Fairey in the bar area and in the dining room bright panoramic canvases
by Christian Awe and a futuristic painting by Santiago Rubino surround the room
along with an 11 foot multi-colored sculptured man by David Benjamin Sherry.
At the helm of the restaurant is Chef Miguel Aguilar, creating delectable Latininfluenced global cuisine, utilizing the freshest ingredients to create delicious
unforgettable flavors. Offered tapas style, the menu gives guests the freedom to
try a variety of dishes. The food together with creative cocktails, artisanal beers
and an international wine list make this one of the coolest dining and drinking
destinations in the United States.
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TONY CHAN’S WATER CLUB
at The Grand DOUBLETREE Hotel I Biscayne Bay
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